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Broken Dolls Sarah Flint Hent PDF The all NEW heart-stopping, un-put-downable serial killer thriller from
the bestselling author of Mummy's Favourite. A baby lies abandoned amongst the rubbish; her tiny face as
white as alabaster, her body as stiff as a miniature doll. A young prostitute lies beaten, her figure lying like a
mannequin on the frozen concrete, her blood spilt, her life ebbing away. As DC 'Charlie' Stafford and her boss

DI Hunter struggle to identify the victim from the violator their hunt brings them to the crack houses of
Lambeth, littered with damaged people, their lives scarred by tragedy and violence, most broken beyond
repair. As further lives hang in the balance Charlie must enpower the weak to speak out against those who
seek to cause harm. But can a broken doll ever truly be mended; or will the wounds of the past, fashion the

events of the future? Perfect for the fans of Angela Marsons, Patricia Gibney and Cara Hunter.
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